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Abstract
This study aims to investigate the performance of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model for rainfall forecasts in the South Central climate region of Vietnam. The investigation was
carried out by analyzing the accuracy of the model outputs at station sites and the spatial structure of
rain events for different rainfall thresholds over the whole year and in the flood and dry seasons. The
traditional (standard) method was utilized to analyze the accuracy of the WRF model in predicting
precipitation point-by-point, whereas the Contiguous Rain Area (CRA) method was applied to
analyze the spatial structure of rain events. The results showed that rainfall forecasts by the WRF
model for the South Central region had certain limitations because the model scores and measured
error criteria were not close to their perfect values. The proportion of hit forecasts decreased from
30 % with the traditional verification method to 10% with the spatial structure verification method.
The pattern error was a main contributor to the total error at 53%, followed by the intensity error at
34%. The location error accounted for the lowest percentage contribution to the total error, at only
13%. The performance of this model could lead to substantial errors in weather and streamflow
predictions for the south-central region and may lead to a lack of forecast effectiveness for
mitigating the damage from natural disasters. Thus, improvements in the performance of the
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model for the studied area are necessary.

Keywords: QPF; WRF model; traditional and spatial structure verification; South Central; Vietnam.
1. Introduction
The South Central climate region of Vietnam
consists of five provinces bordered by the
highland, north-central and south areas, and
the region extends along the East Sea coast
(Figure 1). The region has an area of 27,195
km2 and a population of approximately 8.22
million and is damaged every year by several
natural disasters, such as storms, flooding,
and drought, causing human and property
losses. To mitigate the damage, improving
the capability of weather forecasts is very
important. In addition to improvements in the
structure of the numerical weather prediction
(NWP) model, verification of the model
outputs plays a very important role as well
and is required (Diomede et al., 2008). This
work is crucial for evaluating model accuracy
for data assimilation (enhance the accuracy
of initial conditions) and bias corrections
(Ebert et al., 2013). The results of the model
accuracy analysis should help model
developers and forecasters understand how a
NWP model performs in weather forecasts
for the South Central climate region and find
ways to address deficiencies. This study
focuses on verifying the prediction of
precipitation, which is one of the
most important variables in weather
*Corresponding author:

forecasting.
Quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs)
can be verified by traditional (or standard) or
spatial techniques (Casati et al., 2008). The
former only focuses on calculating one or
more verification scores or error measure
criteria over an observation-forecast dataset
at observation station sites or onto grids.
Standard
techniques
are
useful
in
demonstrating forecast model performance at
station or grid sites, but they do not often
explain spatial correlations and cannot easily
account for meaningful physical terms
(Casati et al., 2008). In addition, spatial
techniques have been increasingly developed
over approximately the last 20 years and
designed to account for the spatial structures
of rain events. These approaches explain the
spatial nature of the QPF field and take into
account the physical nature of the predicted
error, adding new and supplementary
information to the standard methods. In
addition, it may be helpful to initially
evaluate the accuracy of streamflow
predictions before running hydrological
models. The Contiguous Rain Area (CRA)
approach is representative of this kind of
method.
nhminh3@monre.gov.vn
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Figure 1. Maap of study areaa and location of meteorologicaal stations.

Over thee past decaddes, several studies havee
been connducted to veerify the accuracy of rainn
forecastss by applyinng traditionall verificationn
techniquues (e.g., Rann et al., 2018
8; Song et al..,
2019; N
Nguyen and Bae,
B
2019; Wilks,
W
20066)
and sppatial verifiication metthods (e.g..,
Bythewaay and Kum
mmero, 2015;; Chen et al..,
2018; H
Hu et al., 20019; Ebert an
nd McBridee,
2000; G
Gofa et al., 2018; Weussthoff et al..,
2010). These studies onlly focusedd
on analyyzing the peerformance of the NWP
P
model by eitheer a trad
ditional orr
spatial vverification method,
m
with
hout applyingg
both off them. Verification
V
using bothh
approachhes would prrovide an ov
verview and a
detailed picture off how a NWP
N
modeel
performss in prediccting precipitation in a
domain.
This sstudy aimss to inveestigate thee
performaance of an NWP mod
del for rainn
forecastss in south-central Vietnam
V
byy
analyzinng the poinnt-by-point and spatiaal
structuree accuracy of rain events. Thee
traditionnal method was
w applied to
o analyze thee
accuracyy of the model
m
station
n sites. Fo r
spatial rrain structuree investigatio
on, the CRA
A
method proposed by
b Ebert an
nd McBridee
(2000) w
was used. Deetailed descriiptions of thee
data andd methods, the
t results and
a analysiss,
discussioons, and connclusions aree provided inn

the sections below.
2. Data
D
and meethods
2-1. Data
Thee rainfall forecasts
f
froom the Weather
W
Ressearch and Forecastingg (WRF) model
m
derrived from the Vietnam
m Meteorological
and
d Hydrologiccal Administtration (VNM
MHA)
werre prepared for verificattion in this study.
Thee
model
producedd
deterministic
precipitation forrecasts four ttimes a day with
w a
mporal
spaatial resoluttion of 155 km, tem
reso
olution of 6 h, and preddiction for 72
2 h in
adv
vance. The WRF modeel covers 0°N
0
~
26°°N and 100
0°E ~ 130°E
E as its do
omain
(Fig
gure 2) and uses Globall Forecast System
(GF
FS) model outputs,
o
whicch are produ
ucts of
the National Centers ffor Environ
nment
Preediction (NC
CEP) and have a spatial
s
reso
olution of 0.5°x0.5° , as bou
undary
con
nditions. Nottably, becauuse of the liimited
harrd disk space in the VNMHA, model
m
pro
oducts have been only ssaved since 2014,
witth up to a 60
0-hour advannce forecast at 12
UT
TC and 00 UTC.
U
These ddata were ussed in
asso
ociation wiith the 6-hhour accumu
ulated
10
obsservation
rainfall
ddata
from
metteorological stations, whhich were obttained
from
m the VNMHA,
V
to perform the
verrification.
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C
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Figure 2. WRF modell domain and loocation of the So
outh Central cliimate region in the domain.

performancee of a modeel. The purp
pose and
calculation of
o each scoree and measu
ured error
criteria are as
a follows:

2-2. T
Traditional verification
v
method
The accuracy of
o rainfall forecastingg is
evaluuated in terms of qualitative
and
q
quanttitative skills. The form
mer indicates the
succeess of foreccasts in terrms of rainnfall
occurrrence, wheereas the laatter shows the
accurracy of foreecasts in teerms of rainnfall
magnnitude.
Moodel
scorees
containning
propoortion correect (PC), critical
c
succcess
indexx (CSI), biass ratio (BR), and false allarm
ratio (FAR) arre used to
o evaluate the
qualittative perforrmance of a model. At the
same time, measuured error crriteria consissting
Mean
of Rooot Mean Sqquare Error (RMSE), M
Errorr (ME), Mean Absolutee Error (MA
AE),
and Correlationn Coefficieent (CC) are
calcuulated to illustrate
i
th
he quantitaative
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where a, b, c, and d aree the total nu
umber of
hit, false alarm,
a
miss event, and
d correct
rejection, respectively. T
These param
meters are
determined by
b using a 22×2 contingency table
(Table 1). The
T subscrippts t, s, and k denote
the evaluateed time, stat
ation, and leead time,
respectively.. The PC sccore demonsttrates the
success of the NWP m
model in fo
orecasting
rainfall occu
urrence. Valuues of PC range from
0 to 1; if thee PC value iss equal to 1, then, the
model perforrmance is veery accurate.

Table 1. 2×2 conting
gency table.

Forecast

Observation
n

, ,

Yes

No

Yes

a (hit)

b (miss)

No

c (false alarm
m)

d (corrrect rejection))
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The CSI score evaluates the fraction of
observed and/or predicted events that were
accurately forecasted. The values of CSI are
in the range of 0 to 1. If the CSI is equal to 0,
then, the model does not perform; otherwise,
if CSI tends to 1, then, the model performs
perfectly.
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The BR score evaluates the proportion of the
frequency of predicted events to the
frequency of observed events. Its values
range between 0 and infinity, and a value of 1
indicates that the model performs very well.
It shows whether the forecast system tends to
underforecast (Bias less than 1) or
overforecast (bias greater than 1) events.
=

, ,

, ,
, ,
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The FAR score evaluates the fraction of
forecasted events that are false alarms. The
forecast should be accurate if FAR tends to 0.
The
RMSE
criteria
indicate
how
concentrated the data are around the best fit
line.
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=

∑
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where RF and RO are forecasted and
observed rainfall, respectively; i is the time
step; and n is the total number of time steps.
Values of RMSE range from 0 - +∞; if
RMSE is close to 0, then, the forecast is very
good.
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The ME shows the difference between the
forecast and actual rainfall and indicates
whether the forecast is overestimated or
underestimated.
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The MAE is utilized to estimate the
difference between the forecasted rainfall and
the observed rainfall amounts and shows how
large an error can be expected from the
forecast on average.
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where the overbar denotes the mean value.
2-3. CRA verification method
The CRA method, which was first proposed
by Ebert and McBride (2000), defines a rain
system as an area of contiguous forecasted
and observed rainfall enclosed within a
particular isohyet. Thus, the accuracy of a
rain event would be defined in terms of
rainfall intensity, location, and extent.
To evaluate the qualitative performance of
rain forecasts, a 2×3 contingency table was
proposed (Table 2). The table shows the
accuracy
of
precipitation
prediction
according to the maximum rain rate and its
location. In the table, the performance of the
NWP model is classified into six categories:
1) underestimate, if the distance between the
forecast and observed maximum rain rates is
small but the forecast is too small compared
to the observation; 2) hit, if the distance is
small and the rain rates are approximately
equal to each other; 3) overestimate, if the
distance is small but the forecast is too much;
4) missed event, if the distance is far and the
rain rate is too little; 5) missed location, if the
distance is far but the rain rates are
approximately similar; and 6) false alarm, if
the distance is far and the maximum rain rate
is too much. Ebert and McBride (2000)
defined a close location as lower than 2°
longitude/latitude or effective radius of the
observed rainfall system, whereas a good
forecast of maximum rain rate should be
within a category of the observed value (1-2,
2-5, 5-10, 25-50, 50-100, 100-150, 150-200,
and >200 mm).

Table 2. 2×3 contingency table.

Close
Displacement of forecast
rain pattern
Far
Source: Ebert and McBride (2000)

Too little
Underestimate
Missed Event

Forecast maximum rain rate
Approx. correct
Hit
Missed Location

Too much
Overestimate
False Alarm
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For quantitative verification, Mean Square
Error (MSE) is used to define the best fit of
the forecast to the observation (Ebert and
McBride, 2000). The QPFs error sources are
decomposed into displacement, volume, and
pattern errors. The displacement indicates the
errors due to mislocation, the volume
represents the errors caused by the
differences between the forecasted and
observed rain rates, and the pattern shows the
differences in the shape and structure. The
total MSE is calculated as:
=

+

+

(9)
where MSEtotal is calculated as:
∑

=

−

(10)

where ngr is the number of grids in the
verification domain.
After displacement, the rain entity is shifted
to a zero displacement position. The MSE is
recalculated as:
∑

=

−

(11)

where RF’ is the shifted rainfall forecast. The
difference between the MSE before and after
the shift is the displacement error.
=
−

(12)

The remaining
calculated as:
=(
=

error
−

components

are

)

(13)

−

(14)

3. Results and discussion
3-1. Traditional verification
The WRF rainfall forecasts were verified
point-by-point for the whole year and in the
flood and dry seasons at each lead time (from
6 h to 60 h) with different rainfall thresholds
(<1, 1-5, 5-10, 10-25, 25-50, 50-100, and
>100 mm). The measured error criteria were
also calculated when there was no
consideration of the rainfall threshold. This
approach was implemented to investigate the
variation in the model performance following
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the various weather situations. Because the
spatial distributions of the forecasted and
observed rainfall did not match, an Inverse
Distance Weighting (IDW) method was
applied to transform the predicted rainfall
from grid to station sites. The model scores
and measured error criteria were calculated
for each station and then averaged over the
domain to show the model performance for
the study region. The performance of the
WRF model for south-central of Vietnam are
shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The analysis
of each performance is as follows:
For the qualitative performance, the WRF
model performed well in predicting rain
occurrence/nonoccurrence, with PC values
greater than 0.6 over all thresholds for the
three cases considered (whole year and flood
and dry seasons). A relatively higher
performance was indicated by the increase in
rainfall threshold value. This was explained
by the increase in the correct rejection (d)
when the threshold value increased. In
contrast, the model prediction did not
perform well during rain events with CSI
values lower than 0.3, a BS far from 1.0, and
a FAR close to 1. The WRF performance
during rain events decreased when the
rainfall threshold value increased. According
to lead time, the accuracy of the QPFs
decreased when the lead time was longer.
Specifically, the PC and CSI values for a
threshold of 1 mm for 6 h ahead were 0.66
and 0.20, respectively, and these values
slightly decreased to 0.59 and 0.19,
respectively, for 24 h ahead and reached their
lowest values of 0.57 and 0.18, respectively,
for 48 h ahead. The values of BS and FAR
displayed the contrasting trends in the PC
and CSI, which indicated a decrease in the
accuracy according to the increase in lead
times. Similar trends were also demonstrated
for the other thresholds. With respect to the
seasonal analysis, the WRF model
performance for the dry season was better
than that for the rainy season in terms of
forecasting the occurrence of rain with higher
PC values. However, during the rain event
periods, the model prediction for the wet
season performed relatively better with better
values of CSI, BS and FAR.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Variations in thhe WRF model scores accordinng to the increaase in lead timess and different rrainfall thresho
olds for:
a) year, b) floood season, and c) dry season. The black linee with the star maker,
m
the orannge line with the circle
maker, the bluue line with thee plus maker, thhe yellow line with the squarre maker, the liight blue line with
w the
triangle makerr, and the red lin
ne with the circcle maker denotte the model scores for threshoolds of 1 mm, 2 mm, 5
mm, 10 mm, 25
2 mm, and 50 mm, respectiveely.

For the quantitativee performancce, the WRF
F
model performancee was verry differennt
between the low (<
<10 mm) an
nd high (>255
mm) thhresholds. The
T
RMSE values fo r
thresholdds under 10 mm were lower
l
than 8
mm/6 h,, generally at
a approximaately 12 - 133
mm/6 h for the 25 mm
m threshold
d, and greater
er
than 29 mm/6 h for thresholds over
o
50 mm
m.
The WR
RF QPFs were
w
overesstimated fo r
thresholdds under 5 mm but indicated
i
ann
underesttimation with
w
higher thresholdss,

pecially for th
hresholds hig
igher than 50
0 mm.
esp
Thee difference in the CC vvalues amon
ng the
threesholds was obvious, buut the variatio
ons in
add
dition to the lead times w
were irregulaar. The
reasons are unk
known and w
will be determ
mined
in further
f
studiees. All meassured error criteria
also
o showed a decreasing ttrend in the WRF
model performaance accordiing to the inccrease
in lead
l
times. The
T differencce in the acccuracy
wass not substaantial amongg the wholee year
and
d flood and dry
d seasons.
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(a))

(b
b)
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(cc)

Figuree 4. Similar to Figure 2 but for
f the measureed error criteriaa and the inclusion of not connsidered rainfalll threshold
(NTH).

3-2. C
CRA verification
A tottal of 5881 CRAs weree consideredd for
verifiication in thhis study. The
T
numberr of
CRA
As was defined based on
n the numbeer of
rain eevents occurrring from 20
014 to 2018 and
consiidered for the
t
10 diffeerent lead ttime
groupps (from 6 too 60 h). To date, there hhave
been no criteriaa to define the distaance
betweeen the forecasted
f
and obserrved
maxim
mum precipitation intensities as neaar or
far. Inn this study, the distances in the rangge of
0 - 100 km weere defined as close. T
This
acceppted distannce was obtained aafter
discuussions with forecasters
f
in
n VNMHA. The
modeel performannce for all rain threshoolds
accorrding to the spatial verifiication is shoown
in Taable 3 and Figure 5. In general, the
qualittative perforrmance was relatively ppoor,

with only 10% (614 CRAs) off the hit
forecasts and
a
44% (2575 CR
RAs) of
the missed events and locations. However,
H
the differencce in the locaation was accceptable,
with 43% (2
2524 CRAs)) of the locations of
the forecastt maximum rain intensiity being
close to th
hose of thee observatio
ons. For
the quantitaative perform
mance, the location
error was accceptable. T
The distance between
the two maximum
m
pooints averag
ged over
all CRAs was approoximately 91.2
9
km,
which is low
wer than thee acceptance distance
in this stu
udy. This explains why
w
the
displacemen
nt error onlly contributted 13%
(7.18 mm/h
h) to the tootal error. The
T
main
contribution to the Q
QPFs error was the
pattern com
mponent at 533%, followeed by the
error in volu
ume at 34%.
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M
percentagge of error due to components and
a location errror.
Tablee 3. Averaged MSE,

Total

Displaceement

Volume
V

Pattern

M
MSE due to (m
mm /6 h)

55.23

7.18
8

18.72

29.33

MSE due too (%)

100%

13%
%

34%

53%

Location erroor (km)

91.2

2

Figu
ure 5. Qualitativ
ve verification oof the WRF mo
odel following the CRA methodd.

The varriations in the
t
categoriees accordingg
to the inncrease in lead
l
times are
a shown inn
Figure 66. The hit, overestimation, missedd
location and false alarm cattegories hadd
increasinng trends with possitive slopee
parameteers, whereass the underestimated andd
missed eevent categoories tended
d to decreasee
with neggative slope parameters.
p
These
T
resultss

imp
ply that the WRF
W
modell tended to predict
p
a reelatively higher amount of precipitattion at
lon
nger lead times for thhe South Central
C
clim
mate region
n of Vietnaam. This fiinding
pro
ovides usefu
ful informaation for model
m
dev
velopers to im
mprove the pperformance of the
NW
WP model in weather forecasts fo
or the
region.

Figgure 6. Variatio
ons in the perceentage of catego
ories following the lead times.
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C
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To cclarify the effects off selecting the
accepptance distaance on the verificaation
resultts, a com
mparative analysis was
perfoormed for thhe three diffferent distannces,
specifically 25 km,
k
50 km, and 100 km.
Figurres 7 to 9 illustraate the W
WRF
modeel verificatioon results over
o
the Soouth
Centrral region foor 6-h, 24-h, and 48-h llead
timess, respectivvely, accorrding to the
three acceptance distances over
o
the rainnfall
threshholds of 5 mm,
m 10 mm, 25 mm, andd 50
mm. The resultss showed th
hat the num
mber
of unnderestimateed, hit, and
d overestimaated
eventts increased at all lead
d times andd all
rainfaall thresholdds when wee increased the
accepptance distannce. In conttrast, decreassing

255

trends in missed
m
eventts, missed locations,
l
and false alaarm events occcurred. Witth respect
to the variattion in the rrainfall thresshold, the
missed eveent and unnderestimatee events
increased att all lead tiimes and accceptance
distances wh
hen the rainnfall thresho
olds were
higher, wheereas the hitt, overestimaate, false
alarm, and missed
m
locatiion events decreased.
These resullts indicatedd that preccipitation
predictions by
b the WRFF model for the
t South
Central regio
on during heeavy rain eveents were
not as good as those durring light raiin events.
This suggests that mode
del developerrs should
pay more attention to enhan
nce the
performancee of the N
NWP model during
convective events.
e

Figuree 7. CRA verifi
fication of the WRF
W
model forr the 6-h lead tiime according to the variationns in the rainfalll threshold
and acceptance distance over the south--central region of Vietnam. Th
he abbreviationns U, H, O, ME
E, ML, and
FA denote underestimate,, hit, overestimaate, missed eveent, missed location, and false aalarm, respectiv
vely.
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Figuree 8. Similar to F
Figure 6 but for the 24-h lead tiime.

Figuree 9. Similar to F
Figure 6 but for the 48-h lead tiime.

Verification of Rainfall Forecasts for the South Central Climate Region of Vietnam

3-3. Discussion
In general, the WRF model performance for
south-central of Vietnam was relatively poor
during rain events with low CSI values and
high BS and FAR values despite the high
percentage of rejected corrections and
relatively low RMSE and ME values. The
proportion of hit forecasts decreased from 30%
with the traditional verification method to 10%
with the spatial structure verification method.
This should cause large errors and high
uncertainty in hydrological predictions and
may lead to a lack of forecast effectiveness
for mitigating the damage from natural
disasters. The reasons for this low accuracy
were mainly as follows: 1) the spatial
resolution of the WRF model was relatively
coarse (15 km), 2) the model was conducted
without data assimilation, and 3) the South
Central climate region was only a small area
in the WRF domain, which results in a lower
accuracy than when verification is performed
for the whole domain, as it is a very large
region (Robert, 2008). Thus, since March
2019, the VNMHA has started operating
various models for different purposes. The
WRF model used for verification in this
study was launched operationally with a
higher resolution at 9 km and a higher
ensemble prediction (10 km). In addition, a
WRF model with a 3-km spatial resolution
and the Integrated Forecast System (IFS)
used as boundary conditions was launched.
Further study needs to be conducted to verify
these models after the historical forecast data
are long enough.
4. Summary and Conclusions
This study was conducted to analyze the
accuracy of WRF model rainfall forecasts for
the south-central climate region of Vietnam.
The analysis was performed with respect to
grid sites and the spatial structure of rain
events in terms of both qualitative and
quantitative performances with different
rainfall thresholds for a whole year and in the
flood and dry seasons. The results of this
study led to the following conclusions:
The
WRF
model
detects
the
occurrence/nonoccurrence of rain well, but
the model performance during rain events is
relatively limited.
- The model error magnitude was not high,
with values of RMSE and MAE for not
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considering rainfall thresholds lower than 10
mm/6 hour.
- The performance of the WRF model
decreased substantially according to the
increases in rainfall threshold value and lead
time.
- Rainfall forecasts by the WRF model were
overestimated for rainfall thresholds under 5
mm and underestimated for the higher
thresholds.
- Only 10% of the rain events forecasted
matched the observations for both the rain
threshold categories and locations. However,
the prediction of the locations of maximum
precipitation intensity was acceptable, with
43% correct.
- The pattern error accounted for 53% of the
total error, followed by the intensity error
account for 34% of the total error. The
location error contributed the lowest
percentage to the total error. This was
because the distance between the two
maximum points averaged over all CRAs
was approximately 91.2 km, which was much
lower than the radius of the domain (239.5
km).
- The performance of the WRF model in
predicting precipitation for the south-central
region of Vietnam was relatively better at the
lower rainfall thresholds.
- The spatial verification results were highly
dependent on the selection of the acceptance
distance that was used to define the location
of the maximum rain intensity of the accurate
forecast.
- The proportion of hit forecasts decreased
from 30% with the traditional verification
method to 10% with the CRA verification
method. This should cause large errors and
high uncertainty in hydrological predictions
and may lead to a lack of forecast
effectiveness for mitigating the damage from
natural disasters.
The results in this study provide very useful
information for model developers to improve
the performance of the WRF model in terms
of weather predictions for the south-central
climate region of Vietnam. The results also
indicate the need to improve the NWP
forecast systems in Vietnam. Therefore, since
March 2019, the VNMHA has been
launching various operational models for
different purposes to address the issues
mentioned above. Further study will be
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employed to verify the operational models
after the historical forecast data are
sufficiently long.
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